
Th e d r a w i n g s o f F r e d e r i k R o e s m a k e u s l o o k a t o u r s e l v e s a s h u m a n 
be i ngs a ga i n. . . 

 
Any line on a sheet of paper is an intrusion of emptiness. Each minimization of form 
in a drawing is a search for fullness. Likewise, the adventure of making something on 
paper lies in the art of omission, or with Frederik Roes, an effort to find optimum 
power of expressiveness in the relatively simplicity of his drawings. 

 
Frederik’s work is of bewildering simplicity indeed; at least, so it appears. One only 
has to look at a few to be convinced of the profound integrity of his work. It tells us 
a lot about his strong desire to be utterly honest to himself. He has no fear to 
absolutely try to go as far as possible in seeking bareness, almost balancing on the 
edge of the imaginableness. No trace of artificiality, no virtuosity, yet it deeply 
touches one’s soul. 

 
A world is presented to us that, seemingly, we long passed by. Frederik Roes though, 
makes us participant again, looking at ourselves on a level of the utmost intimate 
truth; vulnerable, sometimes dreamy or lonesome. He offers a going back to the 
beginning: the amazement of the child we all once were. After all, a head, for 
instance, is a kind of shaped oval, with six eyes and three noses just to be sure. 
This is the least of what these minimal references could mean. But it is a deceptive 
simplicity, everywhere slumbers a hidden power made perceptive in small doses. 
The pencil and ink drawings carry hesitation, a search for the only possible image; 
this is how it has to be expressed... 

 
What is it Frederik wants us to experience? In any case, it seems to me, his aim is to 
let us have a clear and direct look at our our unique and often aloof and lonesome 
existence. When drawing a more or less complex image (a heap of heads, people 
walking, silhouettes in a window) then they barely show specific characteristics. 
It is us again, ourselves shackled to others. Connected by a vulnerable line or a long 
arm. The individual in “Ich....(I)” looks at a hand holding a black spere. His own hand, 
presumably. It is a perfect image of what Roes is capable and willing of. We never 
quite penetrate thoroughly into that dark space, but we sense that within this, the 
other, the unspoken life itself is found. 
Even though the look of the “Ich....(I)”  is not a very happy one: it is a drawing of 
sincerity by this artist. Our particularities, our loneliness and our relation to the world 
is made visible brilliantly direct and pure in these drawings. It is as if each work is 
being kept in a state of desire; something seemingly far beyond will and existing... The 
relative simplicity of Frederiks work deeply affects the soul, therefore we are 
able to stand again the complexity of our surrounding world. 

Ar n o K r a m e r . 


